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1. Scope
The SLRD are planning to make some expansion modifications to the existing offices at
1350 Aster Street Pemberton which include:
1. An added entry and foyer
2. First floor office space addition (with one lower floor storage room add-on)
3. Car Park enlargement with a retaining wall
The SLRD have retained PK Read Engineering Ltd to provide a geotechnical service to
facilitate the modifications, and to provide a retaining wall design. The scope of this
report is to provide geotechnical information needed for the building project design, the
retaining wall and fill design, and construction.
Section 56 of the Community charter allows for the Village of Pemberton building
inspector to request from the owner a report to ensure the land is “safe for the use
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intended”. Thus, this report also aims to identify any geological hazard levels, and to
compare the hazard levels with typical hazard acceptability thresholds.
2. Introduction
The Squamish Lillooet Regional Office is situated at 1350 Aster Street, Pemberton, BC.
The property is gently sloping, adjacent to the east bank (LHS) and upon the alluvial
fan of the Pemberton Creek. The area of study lies within the Pemberton Valley, 160km
north of Vancouver within the British Columbian Southern Coastal Mountains. The
property is within the jurisdiction of the Village of Pemberton (VoP). The adjacent
Pemberton Creek is currently flowing along the south border of the fan, and flows to
the south-east where it crosses under the CN railway and Highway 99 downstream.
Village of Pemberton Bylaw 716, 2012 provides local floodplain management policy.
Historically the zone immediately to the south of the present car park was utilized as a
rail bed for the turnaround of rolling stock / engines.
Grades of the zone vary from western higher side of 224m geodetic near the entry area,
to the lower section below the toe of the car park fills and hind the SLRD office at 219 m
geodetic. The present car park sits at approximately 223 m geodetic elevation. The
incision to the alluvial fan by the rail turn can be seen in figure #2, and its western end
abuts the present car park fill area.
The irregular triangular, lot has a frontage with Aster Street of roughly 50 meters, and
with an eastern boundary running generally to the south of 65m. The remaining
boundaries include an angled boundary of 11m at the entry and a boundary following
along, close to, the toe of the Pemberton Creek Dyke.
The present building, runs parallel to Aster Street, and is a two storey unit, roughly 100
feet in length and 50 feet in width, with a 20 x 86 foot long first level office area
supported on pillars on the south side. The lower floor is used as the fire-hall. The
present entry to the SLRD office is on the western, higher side.
Services include sanitary and water from the Aster street side (plus aerial hydro). A
catch basin is evident within the lower eastern lane. Propane storage is present at the
eastern end of the building. Services are not reported as present on the south side of the
building.
A paved lane runs alongside the higher entry area to the present car park, and around
to the lower east lane and catch-basin. The remainder of the car park zone remains
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unpaved. It is understood that the car park has been generated by the dumping of
granular fills sequentially out from the building.
A small swale is present at the toe of the present dyke and allows run-off water to be
directed along this boundary to the eastern forested area or to disperse into the granular
fills. The catch-basin near the lower lane receives other run-off from the currently paved
access.
Several mature cedar trees are established along the eastern side of the property. The
dyke is grass covered with some smaller evergreens within the toe. The entry area, with
surrounding contained soil, has been cultivated as a garden with many shrubs, small
trees and plants.
See figure #1 showing the dyke, car park and present office first floor at the south side.
Figure # 1

The dyke which protects the left bank from the apex to the CN Bridge is considered as
constructed to current standards. This stretch of dyke protects the existing building and
will protect the proposed modifications, from regular high water flows within
Pemberton Creek. The dike status is reported in the report “Pemberton Dike Upgrade
As-Built Report” dated December 18 2002, prepared by NHC for BCR Properties Ltd.
Floodplain mapping for the Lillooet River shown in Figure #2.
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SLRD Office & Area

Figure # 2 – Courtesy of MOE 1990
Floodplain Mapping for the Lillooet River

3. Planned Development & Use
Specific uses in terms of buildings are noted as:
Entry – centrally and symmetrically added 12 ft x 10 ft with access decking beyond – at
similar level to existing (approximately 226m).
First Floor extension – planned as in line with the eastern side wall and extending 32
feet further south and roughly 36 feet in width east-west. Use as offices – floor levels are
similar to existing and above grades by 8-10 feet with concrete pillar supports.
Lower level storage room – indicated as 472 sq. Ft. New storage – use understood as for
the fire service group equipment.
Car-park and retaining structure is planned to maximise the south lot area at a similar
elevation for car parking, with lock-block fill retention along a 40m long section.

Site Investigation
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The following means and methods were adopted:
 Site reconnaissance - carried out by the author on July 28th 2017, and again on
August 22nd accompanied by Graham Haywood of the SLRD.
 Test pits – excavated with a backhoe to confirm near surface sub-grade materials.
Office extension area included 2 test pits on September 7th and again for the entry
area on September 17th. Prior test pits at the car park fill toe, as part of an
adjacent lot assessment were also referenced. Surface samples from the upper
section of lower test pits were screened for an approximate particle size
distribution and soil classification.
 Study of the previous work completed in relation to flood assessments of the
Pemberton Creek and its fan. See references for list.
 Global stability in terms a block retaining wall were assessed using roc-science
software SLIDE 7.0.
4. Geological Description & Hazard Analysis
The lot is underlain with depositions from the Pemberton Creek, which drains the
watershed to the northwest. The drainage is primarily underlain by outcrops of the
Pemberton Diorite Complex (Cretaceous 100M years), with some zones of glacial till
veneer. The creek path above the fan is bedrock controlled until it emerges at the fan
apex immediately behind the Village of Pemberton works yard. The gently sloping fan
is reported as gradually reducing from 5% near the apex to 2.5% as it merges into the
Lillooet river floodplain sediments.
P K Read Engineering has reviewed several studies conducted previously for the
Pemberton Creek alluvial fan area and provides some summary notes (in italics) from
those reports:
5.1 Drainage description
GeoPacific Consultants in “Geotechnical Review of Pemberton Creek Debris Flow
Hazard, Proposed Comprehensive Subdivision” dated Dec 11th 2013, noted the
Pemberton Creek drainage extends from the toe of the Ipsoot Glacier approximately 9 km west of
the apex of the Pemberton Creek fan.
A cross-section of the Pemberton Creek valley is provided in NHC 2001 report; it states
that the average creek grade is 35% in the Glacier Reach, 5% in the Depositional Reach
(a wide u shaped valley with more gently sloped valley walls) and 18% in the Waterfall
Reach.
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5.2 Pemberton Creek upper Dike
The Pemberton Creek dike confines the channel as it flows south; beginning behind the
Village works shop, extending south. The dike is located on the eastern bank and a
berm (NHC 2001) along the western bank. The proposed development site is located on
the east side of the creek and is protected by the dike.
With reference to North-West Hydraulic Consultants “BCR Properties – Signal Hill
Homes” dated December 2008 the dike along the Pemberton Creek has been upgraded from
the apex of the fan near the fire hall downstream to the railway bridge, a distance of about 450 m
– this upgrade was completed in 2003 and included adding riprap along the channel side of the
dike, thickening the dike and at some sections, raising the crest of the dike. The dike is set back
from the main channel of the creek. The typical wetted width of the channel upstream of the
railway channel is 14 m, with an average slope of 3.6 %. Bed material varies from boulders to
large cobbles near the apex to cobbles and gravels near the railway bridge. Vegetated and
relatively stable banks appear present along the channel.
5.3 Gravel Management & Risk reduction
NWH 2001 - Pemberton Creek transports coarse bed sediment, (gravel, cobbles & boulders) on
its fan. This coarse material appears to be provided by the upstream watershed with only small
contributions from bank erosion along the fan. The report also estimates annual coarse sediment
deposition (onto the lower fan reaches below the CN Bridge) averages 400m3 although these
volumes are expected to vary considerably from year-to-year and much of the material is likely to
be deposited during a small number of floods.
A gravel management plan is understood to be in action and maintained by the PVDD. Thus the
current dike protection with freeboard is assured for the proposed consolidation zones.
5.4 Flooding Hazard
The property lies outside the Floodplain of the Lillooet River, as indicated on 1990 MoE
Floodplain mapping (Sheet # 5) but lies within the Pemberton Creek alluvial fan. With
reference to the Ministry of Water, Land & Air Protection’s Flood Hazard Area Land
Use Management Guidelines (2004) section 3.3.1 the alluvial fan must be shown stable
because of hydraulic, physical and/or geological conditions. P K Read Engineering
considers the fan to be stable. If the fan is deemed to be low hazard, as is the case with
the Pemberton creek fan, then the building, habitable floors, should be elevated a
minimum of 1 m above the general elevation of the surrounding ground on a concrete
foundation and protected from scour. This general guideline will be adopted as a
minimum development requirement.
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5.5 Debris Flows
Referencing the GeoPacific Consultants report dated Dec. 11th 2013, it is thought large
debris flows would likely be the result of landslide blockage of the Pemberton Creek,
leading to the formation of a temporary lake behind the landslide debris and eventual
failure of the natural dam. GeoPacific Consultants excavated 16 test pits and found no
evidence of past debris flow activity on the alluvial fan adjacent to the proposed site
(land north of Highway 99 and south of the CN railway line). Their conclusions stated,
“Based on our review of the debris flow hazard at the site, and the low probability of occurrence,
we are of the opinion that no special mitigation measures are necessary for the proposed
development to mitigate the effects of a debris flow at this site.” Northwest Hydraulic
Consultants 2001 study also concluded that there was a low probability, (less than 1:500
annually) that a debris flow would pass the apex of the fan and deposit along the
Pemberton Creek, potentially filling the streambed, or on the fan.
Landslide induced debris flows - With reference to GeoPacific Consultants report
dated Dec. 11th 2013, “the majority of the recent observed landslide activity has occurred
within the upper, steeper, portion of the drainage (Glacier Reach) where the valley walls are
steep, non-vegetated and subject to large amounts of annual melt. Much of the landslide debris
and alluvial deposits have been transported to the flatter, depositional reach by the Creek. There
are no indications that the area beyond the Depositional Reach has been impacted by this
observed slope instability within the Glacier Reach.”
P K Read Engineering concurs that the probability of a debris flow on the proposed
zone is low, i.e. 1/2500 to 1/500. This probability is within the acceptable range as
indicated by the Fraser Cheam model provided by P. W. Cave 1991 (Revised 1993)
Hazard Acceptability Thresholds for Development approvals by Local Government.
Listed as building “extension” – with the provision of a “save harmless” covenant.
5.6 Other Hazards
Baumann (2000) concluded that the risks of outburst or slush floods related to snow
avalanches are relatively minor.
Rock fall hazards at the site are not evident. Forested slopes (typically 2H: 1V, or 25
degrees) extend beyond the creek to the south to elevations of 1500m, are underlain by
dioritic complexes, and considered stable.

5. Liquefaction & Seismic considerations.
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With reference to the P K Read Engineering / Horizon Engineering report for 1358
Aster Street, April 28, 2009, the section of lands proposed for development are not
considered susceptible to liquefaction during a seismic event.
As per Table 4.1.8.4.A Site Classification for Seismic response, of the BC Building Code
2012, a site class D (stiff soil) is appropriate.
6. Setbacks
Riparian assessment setbacks will be as per provincial standard and likely require a
30m setback from Pemberton Creek to the building and development.
The dyke district will also require access and a minimum 7.5m offset to the dike toe.
First nations Cultural Heritage Sites are indicated as nearby and may also require
acknowledgement.
Zoning setbacks are noted upon topographical mapping and Abbarch site plan layout,
and it is understood from the SLRD that the retaining wall is acceptable to be built
adjacent to the eastern boundary.
7. Soil Conditions
A single 4 ft deep test pit conducted during 2016 (July 18th) at the fill toe area, and
making up the proposed retaining wall base materials indicated medium firm alluvial
deposits of sands and gravels to depth. Size distributions from 2 samples of the surface
are noted as;
55-58% - Gravels NOTE – larger (than 6 inch) cobbles and boulders NOT included in sample
27-35% - Sands
15 – 10% Silts & fines, of which a minimum of 2-1% were fines.
Minimal organics present, and no signs of groundwater encountered.
In summary the native fan base materials within the upper 4feet are described as Clean,
well graded sandy gravel. Other test pits, on Aster Street, to depths of 10ft confirm this
gravel unit extends to depth. A drilled well log near the VOP office indicates similar
sandy gravel alluvial depositions to bedrock contact at 23m.
The 2 test pits to characterize the fill were excavated on September 7th 2017 and notes
include:
Location #1 – edge of gravel / pavement in line with eastern building wall.
Reasonably consistent materials from surface to 9 feet sub-grade. Rounded cobbles, 6”
to 24” in diameter, visually making up approximately 30-35% of material volume.
Smaller gravels and sands 50% and silts / fines possibly 15-20 %. Imported granular
fills (from alluvial and/or till excavations) – light brown in colour, dry, some organics
(roots primarily) to 6 ft depth. At 9-10 ft noted change to a more grey granular mix. Dry
EOH.
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Location #2 – edge of gravel/pavement and 25ft. West of #1 (close to proposed
extension SW corner).
Similar imported local materials. Larger percentage of larger rounded boulders (2 ft
sized). Darker brown in colour, more granular within matrix. Occasional construction
debris, such as plastic bags. One 10 inch diameter log buried noted at 4 ft depth. Hole at
8ft depth appeared to show more grey native alluvial gravels (GW).
Fills appear as slightly variable and visually classified as GW (Well graded coarse
gravel) – to GM (Silty gravel).
Entry test pit – a single test pit (see figure 3) was excavated
at the SW present deck corner and sloped garden zone. The
base of the pit showed native grey firm silt layer at 5 feet
below the road grade overlain with some sand (likely pipe
bedding). An old culvert was exposed within the imported
till / fill comprising the majority of the materials adjacent to
the present deck.
It is understood that fills were brought in and placed against
the western wall to provide this upper access. It is likely that
the fills will need to be removed adjacent to the existing
building foundation and either replaced with structural fill
or placement of lower concrete foundations.

Figure # 3

8. Settlement
The soil profile identified by test pits indicated reasonably firm sands and gravels.
Based on previous site investigations within the area, and with reference to the 1358
Aster Street Geotechnical Report, (PK Read 2009), these ground characteristics will be
consistent to depth. Settlement issues would not be anticipated upon the proposed
building zones, given appropriate foundation base preparation.
9. Recommendations
a) In general a safe design Bearing Capacity of 100Kpa is recommended (as per table
9.4.4.1 for medium dense sand &gravel), for foundations.
b) The foundations for the main office extension are recommended as 2 strip
foundations running east west to support the 3 pillars on each strip. The
foundation base depth is recommend as 1m sub-grade with a minimum of 0.3m
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of compacted controlled density fill, comprised of angular -3/4 “ CBC . Prior to
fill placement sub-grade is to be approved by PKR as free of organics, and
compacted with water addition. Trench excavations can be cut with 1:1 slopes.
c) Backfill around foundations and pillars to include Granular fills compacted to
95% proctor density.
d) Walls to form the new storage area are recommended as concrete to a minimum
of 1m above finished grade. Entry is noted as on the eastern side, and less
exposed to an avulsion event. Standard strip foundation is assumed, with similar
base preparation as pillars, subject to field excavations and stepped tie- in details
to the existing foundations. Storage wall external foundation will require
standard drain tile tie-in to existing foundation drain.
e) The foundations for the entry are assumed as directly connected to the existing
base concrete and foundation, and should have the following preparation steps:
o Excavation to adjacent foundation at fire-hall west end.
o Removal of loose fills, and base approval by PKR.
o Base preparation to include a nominal 4 inch thick layer of compacted 3/4 CBC. Foundation may be stepped (at 2:1) should native grades be
present at higher elevations, to the west.
o Entry foundation will require standard foundation drain tie-in to existing
foundation drain system. Standard 4 inch diameter PVC drain-tile is
recommended, and as per BC Building code.
o Entry foundation may require internal backfill to first floor level. Backfill
to be graded and installed as MMS (Master Municipal Specifications) for
granular base. Care to be taken with compaction adjacent to existing
building wall(s).
o Entry foundations to be backfilled with a minimum of 0.6m of fill external
depth with adequate scour protection, such as paved access above, similar
concrete block soil containment or 2ft. Riprap (apron 1.5m).
10. Retaining wall and site grading
Refer to separate plans for details of retaining wall and grading.
11. Site reviews
PK Read to be notified for site approval of:
 Foundation base preparations prior to fill placement to confirm acceptable subgrade.
 During placement of structural fills.
 Final Backfill.
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12. Conclusions & Summary
Based on the information provided, and given adherence of the recommendations
herein it is the opinion of PK Read Engineering that the site may be considered safe for
the use intended. I trust this report meets with your requirements, please contact if
further information is required.
Yours sincerely,
Phill Read, P. Eng.
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